KLN Steel Products implements ERP system
KLN Steel Products Company, a San Antonio,
Texas based firm, is exclusively engaged in the
manufacture and marketing of high quality
furniture for multi-person housing facilities.
Founded in 1964, KLN develops products of
superior design and construction, and remains
flexible to meet the individualized needs of its
clients.
KLN can accommodate high volume
fabrication of standard and semi-custom
contract furniture and casegoods. Their high
quality, long life, low maintenance furniture is
used in civilian and military dormitories,
colleges and universities, correctional and
detention facilities, youth facilities, job corps
camps, aged housing, and health care patient
rooms.

TMAC subsequently trained employees,
enchanced system functionality, created
standard product routings and provided training
on how to collect and document time standards.
In addition, TMAC worked with KLN to
develop a preliminary layout for the
manufacturing area of their new facility.
TMAC prepared preliminary AutoCAD facility
layout drawings and a final report for KLN’s
use.
Most recently, TMAC has been engaged in
helping KLN evaluate, select and implement a
new enterprise resource planning (ERP) system.
With TMAC’s help, KLN was able to reduce
the number of software solutions from 18 to 1.
KLN purchased an ERP system and with
TMAC’s assistance had a successful and
smooth transition in December 2001.

Survey Response

KLN has been a long-term TMAC customer
since 1996. Early on, TMAC conducted a
comprehensive assessment of KLN operations
and recommended that the company transition
from an engineer-to-order to an assemble-toorder production line strategy. TMAC then
provided assistance to enhance the existing
MRP II system, which decreased engineering
labor per customer order by 25 percent,
reduced steel scrap by 50 percent and improved
inventory turnover.

“TMAC is a fantastic resource for small
manufacturers, like KLN. Their efforts help
make KLN competitive in a global market,”
says John McBrayer, Engineering Manager.
For more information, call Bill Joiner and John
McBrayer at (210) 227-4747 or visit
www.kln.com
TMAC contact Bill Rafferty at (210) 522-5865
or wrafferty@swri.org
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